Securitas: an important contribution
to security in Switzerland.
Our activities 2015 in figures.

We ensure Swiss quality of life,
365 days and nights of the year.
As the uncontested leader in the Swiss private security
market Securitas AG has been providing a valuable contribution to the whole of society year after year, as is shown
again in our latest deployment statistics. 5,210,515 times
security-relevant incidents were reported by our employees throughout Switzerland in 2015. With a comprehensive
range of security services and our technological knowhow in alarm and security systems we are able to provide
security from a single source to our clients 24/7: With its
physical presence our nationwide organised corps contrib-

We alarm immediately.

utes actively to the high standards in security and quality
of life in Switzerland. Our experts develop integral security
concepts regarding all security-relevant aspects and support enterprises, authorities, organisations in their implementation. Additionally, our own security academy SBSS
guarantees comprehensive training for our clients and employees. And finally, numerous seals of quality and ISO
certifications underscore the high quality of our security
services, which you, as a Securitas client, can always
count on.

We observe and
intervene.
302 796
dispatching
telephone
messages

1916
280
719
1797

Police alarmed
Fire brigade alarmed
Paramedics alarmed
Clients alarmed

Intervening after alarms
Remotely monitoring video feeds
Handing out deposited keys and badges
Returning lost keys and badges

51 823
24 429
23 791
5530

We protect against fire and water damage.
486 189

devices / motors
turned off

Initial intervention with fire alarms
Fire outbreaks detected
Fires extinguished ourselves
Open gas taps closed
Devices disconnected from power supply
Fire-safety measures taken
Defects of extinguishing equipment detected

1297
61
50
1885
15 151
203 390
1031

1547

flooding and
water ingress
reported

719

defective water
pipes detected

13 626
open water
taps shut

We protect against theft.
726 099

595 749

inside doors to be
closed were shut

windows shut

267 787

building
entrances shut

792
Open fences closed
Garages shut
Safes locked
Sliding grills, blinds and shutters closed
Refrigerated rooms locked
Vehicle doors locked
Display cases and cupboards closed

26 054
12 108
795
73 901
1254
3707
16 260

objects left outside secured

1668
keys left in locks secured

1049
burglaries and attempted
burglaries reported

We protect and
help people.

We are very vigilant.

29 094

trespassers ordered
to leave

126 890
individuals
checked

1609

individuals
handed over
to police

Assistance provided in traffic accidents
Damage of property and vandalism reported
Noise disturbances dealt with
Supporting the police
Disputes resolved
First aid administered
Children and disturbed individuals attended to

93
1885
2326
2236
909
3175
1236

1 698 229
lights
switched
off

181 087

reports on stationary
traffic issued

Alarm systems armed
25 008
Malfunctions in technical systems reported
74 190
Heating-system malfunctions reported
1227
Snow and ice reported
1088
Open or leaking containers secured
220
Open petrol and oil tanks secured
58
Lost property secured
3201
Defective street lights reported
8796
Defective installations reported
5051
Faulty doors and windows detected
7197
Reports concerning municipal-police duties drafted
5489
Littering reported
3694
Unobstructed escape routes ensured
2129
Suspicious objects reported
88
Other property damage reported
813
Further discrepancies remedied
158 247

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO/OHSAS 18001

Securitas AG
Swiss Guarding Company
CH-3052 Zollikofen, Alpenstrasse 20
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Regional offices in
Basel, Bern, Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne, Lugano
Neuchâtel, Olten, St. Gallen, Thun, Zurich

